
Ben Harding


From: Ben Harding


Sent: Saturday, September 7, 2019 3:20 PM


To: Greg Miller


Cc: julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Covering Trump's Ass


Greg,


I am also disgusted that NOAA let politics dictate science.  The news should have been a statement from


acting director Jacobs (and those down the line as necessary) channeling the integrity of Elliot Richardson


and William Ruckleshaus:


“Today I was ordered by the President to controvert for political purposes the sound, science-based


notification issued by National Weather Service forecasters. I refused and immediately offered the


President my resignation, which he has accepted.”


Ben


Sent from my thumbs


On Sep 7, 2019, at 6:40 AM, Greg Miller < > wrote:


Dear NOAA,


I heard about your unsigned statement last night that the Sharpie President was right about Dorian and


Alabama.  Where you threw the National Weather Service under the bus to protect the ramblings of the


President.  We will be sending Tylenol for the muscle spasms you must have from that stretch.


I have worked with and relied on NOAA data for decades to do my job.  I considered your organization


apolitical.  Now that I know that the highest levels of NOAA is more driven by politics than science I will


be contacting my congressional representatives to find and fire the political lackeys that sent out last


nights UNSIGNED release.


I always thought NOAA was better than that.  You showed you’re not.  So in 2021 let’s make sure that


any NOAA employee that supported this scientific gerrymandering is out of a job.  I’m going to make it


my mission. I retire from Inorganic Geochemistry this coming year and needed something to do. You’re


it.


Best regards,


Gregory P. Miller, Ph.D.


GEOCHEMICAL, LLC


PO Box 1468 (Mail)


1711-G El Camino Real (Courier)


Socorro, NM 87801 USA


(575) 838-0505 office


(575) 517-6207 mobile
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